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Introduction
We will discuss some preservation properties of limits of filtered inverse
systems of (Grothendieck) toposes. If (lffl) 1 is such a system, with
geometric morphisms fij: 03B5i ~ 03B5j (i  j), and 03B5~ is the inverse limit
with projection morphisms 7r;: , we say that a property of
geometric morphisms is preserved if whenever each fij has the property
then so does each 7r;. It will be proved that some of the important
properties of geometric morphisms are preserved by filtered inverse
limits, notably surjections, open surjections, hyperconnected geometric
morphisms, connected locally connected geometric morphisms, and con-
nected atomic morphisms (definitions and references will be given below).
Filtered inverse limits of toposes have been considered by
Grothendieck and Verdier (SGA 4(2), Exposé IV, §8). Here we will take
a slightly different - more ’logical’ - approach, by exploiting more
explicitly the possibility of regarding a topos as a set theoretic universe
(for a constructive set theory, without excluded middle and without
choice), and a geometric morphism 5z7- d’ of toposes as a topos F
constructed in this universe é. This will also bring some parallels with
iterated forcing (with finite supports) in set theory to the surface.
Already in the first section this parallel becomes apparent when we
show that any geometric morphism of toposes can be represented by a
morphism of the underlying sites which possesses some special properties
that will be very useful for studying inverse limits. Such a morphism will
be called a continuous fibration. In the second section, we will char-
acterize some properties of geometric morphisms in terms of continuous
fibrations. This enables us to prove the preservation properties for
inverse sequences of toposes (sections 3 and 4). In the final section we
will show how the results can be generalized to arbitrary (small) filtered
systems.
Throughout this paper, 5° denotes a fixed base topos, all toposes are
assumed to be Grothendieck toposes (over ), and all geometric mor-
phisms are taken to be bounded (over ). Moreover, 2-categorical
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details will be suppressed for the sake of clarity of exposition. Such
details are not really relevant for the preservation properties under
consideration, but the meticulous reader should add a prefix pseudo-’ or
a suffix ’up to canonical isomorphism’ at the obvious places.
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1. Itération and continuous fibrations
If é is a topos and C is a site in é, we write 03B5[C] for the category
Shg(C) of sheaves on C, made in 03B5. So é[C] is a (Grothendieck) topos
over é, and every topos over 03B5 is of this form. Now suppose we have
geometric morphisms
where 03B5=[C] and F=03B5[D], for sites C in  and D in é. We will
construct a site C X D in fi? such that àF-5° is equivalent to
[C  D] ~ , aàd JF- é corresponds to a flat continuous functor
T: C ~ C  D. The objects of C X D are pairs (C, D), with C an object
of C and D an object of D over C (D = D0(C), where D0:Cop ~  is
the sheaf on C of objects of D). Morphisms ( C, D) - ( C’, D’) of C x D
are pairs ( f, g), f: C - C’ in C, and g: D ~ D’|f over C (i.e. g E
D1(C), where Di 1 is the sheaf on C of morphisms of D, and D’ 1 f =
Do(/)(D’), the restriction of D’ along f ). Composition is defined in the
obvious way: if (f, g): (C, D) ~ (C’, D’) and ( f ’, g’) : (C’, D’) ~
(C", D"), then (f’, g’)  (f, g) is the pair (f’  f, (g’ | f)  g). The
Grothendieck topology on C  D is defined by: {(Cl, Dl ~ ( C, D)}l
covers iff the subsheaf S of Di 1 at C generated by the conditions
Ci II- gl E S satisfies C IP S covers D ". (It looks as if we only use the
topology of D, but the topology of C comes in with the definition of S as
the subsheaf SE 8P(Dl)(C) "generated by" these conditions.) One easily
checks that this indeed defines a Grothendieck topology on C X D.
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If X is an object of [C], with a sheaf structure ( E, |) for D
( E: X - Do and 1: X  D0D1 ~ X the maps of extent and restriction),
we can construct a sheaf X on C  D as follows: X-(C, D)=
{x ~ X(C)|EC(x)=D}, and for ( f, g): (C’, D’) ~ (C, D) and x E
X(C, D), Î(f , g)(x) = X(f)(x)| 1 g. 
Conversely, if Y is a sheaf on C X D, we first construct a sheaf Y on
C,by
f
and restrictions along C’ - C given by
where y e Y(C, D), 1 the identity on D f (over C’). The sheaf Y carries
a canonical sheaf structure for D in [C]: extent is given by the
components
while restrictions are given by the components
if y E Y(C) with EC(y) = D, and C  f: D’ ~ D, then
It is clear that X   and Y - Y define functors which are inverse to
each other (up to natural isomorphism). Moreover, we have a canonical
projection functor P: C x D - C, and this yields
1.1. PROPOSITION: 5’ is equivalent to [C  D], in other words
and the geometric morphism F ~ C is induced by the functor P: C  D ~ C.
If we assume that the category (underlying) D E 03B5=[C] has a
terminal object 1 E Do, with components le E Do(C), then P: C x D -
C has a right adjoint
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T is a flat and continuous functor of sites, so it induces a geometric
morphism F=03B5[D]~03B5 by Diaconescu’s theorem, and this is again the
given geometric morphism that we started with.
Even without assuming that D has a terminal object (in ol), P locally
has a right adjoint. For each object (C, D) e C x D, the functor
has a right adjoint
So P/(C, D)  T(C,D) is the identity on C/C. If C and D have terminal
objects 1, then T = T(1,1).
Thus we have obtained a fibration C  D ~ C. In general, if we are
given a geometric morphism JF- é and a site C in  for 03B5, we can
express JF as sheaves on a site (with a terminal object) in é, and then
" take this site out" to obtain a site in the base topos , as described in
Proposition 1.1. In this way, we get the following theorem (by taking for
D in 1.2 the site C  D of 1.1).
1.2. THEOREM: Let 9v- é’ be a geometric morphism ôver Y, and let C be
a site for é. Then there exists a site D in Y for 3z7, F = [D], such that
the geometric morphism F~03B5 is induced by a pair of functors
with the following properties: T is right adjoint right inverse to P, T is flat
and continuous, and for each D E D, P/D : D /D ~ C /PD has a flat and
continuous right adjoint right inverse TD. 
We will refer to a pair D  C with these properties as a continuous
fibration. The geometric morphism
that such a pair induces is described in terms of presheaves by
p* = compose with T
p* = compose with P, then sheafify.
If C and D have finite inverse limits, then so does C X D, and P and
T both preserve them. P cannot be assumed to preserve covers, however,
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since in that case it would give rise to a pair of geometric morphisms
F  03B5; see Moerdijk &#x26; Reyes (1984), Theorem 2.2.
1.3. EXAMPLES. (a) (Iterated forcing in set theory). If P is a poset in 
(with p  p’ iff p ~ p’, iff "p extends p"’), and Q is a poset in pp,
then P x 0 is the poset in 5° of pairs ( p, q) with p E P, p II-- q E Q, and
( p, q)  (p’, q’) iff p  p’ and p  q  q’. If lff= Sh(P, ), and Q is
a poset in é, F= Sh,, (0, - -), then F~ShL(P  Q, ). In other
words, (P, ) (Q, )~(P  Q, ).
(b) Let G be a group in 5° (thought of as a category with one object),
and 03B5 = G be the topes of left G-sets. If H is a group in 03B5, H can be
identified with a group in  on which G acts on the left (preserving unit
and multiplication of H ). According to proposition 1.1 above, (G)H ~
G H, where G X H is the product of G and H with group action given
by ( gl, h1)(g2, h2) = (g1g2, h1g1h2) (since G acts on the left, h 1 gl h 2
can only be read as h1(g1h2)). This is just the semidirect product of G
and H, i.e.
(c) Let C be a site in , and A a locale in [C]. A gives rise to the
following data (see e.g. Joyal &#x26; Tierney (1984)): for each C ~  a frame
A(C) in , and for each morphism f : C ~ D of C a frame map
( AV-map) A(D) ~ A ( C ) with a left adjoint 2y. The formula for internal
sups of A (or rather, in the frame of opens of A) is as follows: If
S E gA( C) is a subsheaf of A over C, then A(S) ~ A(C) is the element
VA(C)~f:D ~C {03A3f(x) |x ~ S(D ~ C) ~ A(D)}. So a site   A for
[][A] has as objects the pairs (a, C), a ~ A(C); as morphisms
(a, C) ~ (b, D), where C - D in C and a  A(f)(b) in A(C); and
(a,, Cl) ~ (bl, D) covers iff A(D){03A3fl(al)|i} = b.
If G is a topological group and A is a locale in the topos W(G) of
continuous G-sets, one may apply this procedure to a site for W(G), so as
to obtain an explicit site for %(G)[A] ] as used in Freyd (1979). (A site for
(G) is the atomic site with the following underlying category: objects
are quotients G/ U, U an open subgroup of G, and morphisms
: G/U ~ G/ h are maps of left G-sets, or equivalently, cosets gV with
U ~ gVg-1.)
2. Some types of geometric morphisms
We will express some properties of geometric morphisms in terms of their
corresponding continuous fibrations of sites in .
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We start with the case of surjections. Recall that a geometric mor-
phism JFl é is a surjection iff * is faithful, iff the localic part of cp,
Sh03B5(*(03A9F)) ~ 03B5 is a surjection, iff the unique AV-map 0., *(03A9F) in
03B5 is monic.
Ir
2.1. LEMMA: Let F ~ 03B5 be a geometric morphism, and C a site for 03B5, i. e.
03B5 = []. Then ç is a surjection iff cp is induced by a continuous fibration
P
   with the property that P preserves covers of objects in the image of
T ( i. e., if ( Di , TC}i is a cover in D, then {PDl ~ C} i covers in C,
where Pf, = i = the transpose of f,.)
PROOF: () let A be a site for 5P’ in 03B5, with a terminal object 1A. As is
well-known, is a surjection iff "every cover of 1A is
inhabited". Under the construction D = C  A of section 1, this trans-
lates precisely into the righthand side of the equivalence stated in the
lemma.
(  ) There are several ways of proving this direction. We choose to
f
compute the canonical map of frames 0. ~ ~*(03A9F) in 03B5 (since we will
need to consider this map anyway), and show that it is monic.
Since 
~* comes from composing with T,
~*(03A9F)(C) = closed cribles on TC in D.
The components Xc: 03A903B5(C) ~ ~*(03A9F)(C) of the map À are given by
03BBC(K) = the closed crible generated by TK, or equivalently,
We will denote the closure of a crible for a given Grothendieck topology
by brackets [ · ], so 03BBC(K) = [TK] = [{f|Pf ~ K}]. The (internal) right
adjoint p of À has components
(this is a closed crible already, since T preserves covers).
So if C’f CE 03C1C03BBC(K), that is TC’  TC e Àe(K), then there is a
cover D, - TC’ in D such that P(Tf  gi) ~ K for each i. But
P(7/ o gi) = f 0 Pgi, and ( Pg,: D, - C’l covers by assumption, so f ~ K.
n
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Next, let us consider open surjections. is open iff (p* preserves
first order logic. As with surjections, (p is open iff its localic part is, iff
the unique  V-map 03A903B5 ~ ~*(03A9F) in 03B5 has an internal left adjoint. See
Johnstone (1980), Joyal &#x26; Tierney (1984) for details, and various other
equivalents.
2.2. LEMMA: Let F~03B5 and 03B5  [] as in 2.1. Then (p is an open
surjection iff cp is induced by a continuous fibration    such that P
preserves covers.
PROOF: (  ) If (p is open, there is a site A for ff in é such that
é W "VA = A : all covers of A are inhabited" (see Joyal &#x26; Tierney (1984)).
Moreover, if T is a surjective, we may assume that A has a terminal
object. So by constructing D = C  A, the implication from left to right
is clear.
(  ) We will show that the unique internal frame map in é,
À: 03A903B5 ~ ~*(03A9F), has an internal left adjoint J1.. First note that since P
preserves covers, the components of À (cf. the proof of 2.1) can now be
described by
for C E C, K a closed crible on C in C. Now define p : ~*(03A9F) ~ Qc by
setting for CE C and S a closed crible on TC,
03BCC(S) = [PS], the closed crible generated by
p is indeed a natural transformatione for suppose we are given a: C’ - C
in C, S E 03A9F(TC). We have to check that
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:2 is clear, since P(Ta - g) = 03B1  Pg: PD - C. Conversely, suppose
.Î « hl
C0 ~ C’ ~ C E [PS]. Then there is a cover Ç - Co such that ajhi =
P( kl ) for some kl: D, - TC e S. But kl can be factored as
such that Pui = f 0 hl, by adjointness P  T, from which the inclusion
c follows immediately.
Finally, IL and À are indeed adjoint functors, since as one easily
checks,
for each C ~ C and closed cribles S on TC, K on C. D
Recall that F~03B5 is hyperconnected iff its localic part is trivial, i.e.
~*(03A9F) ~ 03A903B5 in 03B5 (see Johnstone (1981), Joyal &#x26; Tierney (1984)).
2.3. LEMMA: Let 39’- d, 03B5 = [C] be as before. Then T is hyperconnected
p
iff (p is induced by a continuous fibration D  C such that P preserves
T
covers, and moreover every unit morphism D - TPD is a singleton-cover
in D.
PROOF: (-) Write ~ as 03B5[A] ~ 03B5, A a site for 9v in d. T is an open
surjection, so we may assume that it holds in 03B5 that if {Ai ~ A}l~I is a
cover then I must be inhabited, and moreover that A contains a terminal
object. ~ is hyperconnected iff the canonical frame map P(1) ~ ~*(03A9F)
( = the poset of closed cribles on A) is an isomorphism in é, iff its left
adjoint
is an isomorphism. So K is inhabited iff 1 E K, and hence every map
A ~ 1 is a cover in A.  now follows by taking D = C  A, as before.
() Recall À: 03A903B5 ~ ~*(03A9F) and its right adjoint p from the proofs of
2.1 and 2.2. By 2.1, we have 03C103BB = id. Conversely, if C ~ C and
S E 03A9F(TC) is a closed crible on TC in D, then
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But if D - TPD covers, then TPf: TPD ~ TC E S if f TPf 0 ~ =
D ~ TC E S, i.e. Xp = id. So ~*(03A9F) ~ 03A903B5. D
A geometric morphism F03B5 is connected if ~* is full and faithful. 99
is called atomic if 
~* is logical, or equivalently, if f,7= 03B5[D] for some
atomic site D in C (see Barr &#x26; Diaconescu (1980), Joyal &#x26; Tierney
(1984)). Such an atomic morphism (p is connected iff it is of the form
03B5[D] for some atomic site D having a terminal object (1 is an atom in
F).
2.4. LEMMA: Again, let F~03B5 be a geometric morphism, C a site for C in
. Then cp is atomic connected iff ~ is induced by a continuous fibration
P
D = C where P preserves and reflects covers.
T
PROOF: (  ) Let A be an atomic site for F in é, with a terminal object.
It suffices to take D = C  A.
(  ) Let us first note that if X is a sheaf on C, X - P is a sheaf on D.
In that case 
~* 
= 
compose with P, and ~*~* = id, so cp is certainly a
gt
connected surjection. To see this, suppose ( D, - D}i is a cover in D and
xi ~ X(PDi) is a compatible family of elements - compatible over D,
Pg,
that is. {PDl ~ PD}i is a cover in C, so it suffices to show that the
family {xi} is also compatible over C. That is, for each i, j and each
commutative square
in C, x, h = X) 1 k. Since (x, 1 is D-compatible and X is a sheaf on C, it
l,
is sufficient to find a cover PD03B1 ~ C and for each a a commutative
square
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with P(u03B1) = hf03B1, P(03B1) = kg. Write e: C - PD for Pgl  h = Pgl  k,
and let D  D = TD(e). Applying TPDl and TPDl we find a diagram
- k,
with Pg, = Pg, = ide. P reflects covers, so D, - D is a cover in D
(consisting of one element). Pulling back this cover along gj yields a
family of commutative squares
such that the 03B1 cover Ô,. We need only set f03B1 = P(gi 0 Ua) = P(gj  Va)
to obtain the desired cover of C.
Having the information that cp*( X) = X 0 P for every X ~ [C], we
easily prove that (p* is logical.
First, T* preserves the subobject classifier: we always have a canonical
map 03A9F  ~*(03A903B5) in F with an adjoint T. In this case the components
are described by
Note that aD(K) as described is indeed a closed crible, and that a and T
are natural. We claim that a and T are inverse to each other. If S is a
g
closed crible on PD, then 03C3DD(S) = P({D’ ~ D |Pg ~ S}), so clearly
f
03C3DD(S) ~ S. Conversely if C à PD E S, then TD( f )~ D( S ) and
PTD ( f ) = f, so S c 03C3D03C3D(S). And if K is a closed crible on D, we have
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gD03C3D(K ) = {D’ ~ D|TD(Pg) ~ K}, so KCTDaD(K) since there is a
factorization
But P maps this morphism v : D’ ~ TD(D’) = domain TD(Pg) to the
identity on PD’, so v covers since P reflects covers. Thus K ~ Tnan(K).
Finally, we show that gg* preserves exponentials, i.e. for X, Y E d,
~*(YX) ~ ~*(Y)~*(X). Let us describe the isomorphism a: ~*(YX) ~
~*(Y)~*(X) with inverse f3 explicitly: YX(C) = the set of natural transfor-
mations X - Y over C, so cp*(yx)(D) = YX(PD), where ~*(Y)~*(X)(D)
= the set of natural transformations X o P - Y o P over D. The canoni-
cal map a: ~*(YX) ~ ~*(Y)~*(X) has components aD described as fol-
lows. Given T: X - Y over PD, 03B1D(): X  P - Y o P over D is de-
fined by
where D’  D and x ~ X(PD’). The components PD of fi: ~*(Y)~*(X) ~
~*(YX) are described as follows. Given Q: X  P ~ Y  P over D,
03B2D(03C3): X - Y over PD is defined by
9
for C ~ PD, (so TD(g): D’- D with PD’ = C), and xE X(C). It is
clear that /3 0 a is the identity. The other way round, 03B1  /3 = id follows
f
from the fact that if D’ ~ D, then the unit u: D’ ~ domain TD(Pf),
with TD(Pf) 0 u = f, is mapped by P to the identity on PD’. For if
x ~ X(PD’) then 03B1D  03B2D(03C3)f(x) = 03B2D(03C3)Pf(x)03C3TD(Pf)(x) = 03C3f(x), the
last equality by naturality of a, since Pu = id. 0
Finally, we consider the case of connected locally connected geometric
morphisms. This class has been studied in Barr &#x26; Paré (1980). For some
equivalent descriptions see the Appendix (This Appendix has been added
since we will need the main characterization of locally connected mor-
phisms of Barr &#x26; Paré in a slightly different form later on, and moreover
for the bounded case there is a rather short and self-contained proof of
this characterization, which we give in this Appendix.)
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p f
Let B 4-- C be a continuous fibration, and let ( D, - D}l~I be a cover
in D. Given a commutative square
f
we call D, and DI C-connected (for the cover {Dl ~ Dl) if there are
i = i0, i1, ... , i,, = j in I such that .there is a commuting zig-zag
the P-image of which commutes under C:
2.5. LEMMA: Let F03B5, 03B5=[C] be as before. Then 99 is connected
p
locally connected iff it is induced by a continuous fibration D  C such that
l, 
T
P preserves covers, and for every cover {Dl ~ Dl in D and every
commutative square of the form ( * ), the family of maps C’ - C such that
D,, DI are C’-connected is a cover of C.
PROOF: (  ) Let A be a molecular site (see Appendix) in o, with
terminal object 1A. A straightforward argument by forcing over C shows
that D = C  A satisfies the required conditions.
( 
 ) This is really completely similar to the proof of « of lemma 2.4.
p
The condition on D = C is exactly what we need to show that if X is a
T
sheaf on C, X o P is a sheaf on D. So again ~* = compose with P and
~*~* = id. So (p is connected. Moreover, it is now straightforward to
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check that 
~* commutes with II-functors (or, since the conditions on
D = C are stable under localization, just check that ~* preserves ex-
ponentials), as in the proof of 2.4. D
2.6. REMARK: Equivalences 2.1-2.5 can be stated in a stronger way, by
analyzing which properties of continuous fibrations are actually used in
the proofs of the  -parts. We do not need these stronger versions, the
formulation of which we leave to the reader.
3. A description of inverse limits
In the special case of inverse sequences of geometric morphisms we can
easily express the inverse limit explicitly as sheaves over a site using
continuous fibrations. Suppose we are given a sequence
of toposes and geometric morphisms over . By the results of sections 1,
we can find sites Cn for gn in Y, that is gn = L[Cn], such that fn is
represented by a continuous fibration
We will write
are identity functors.)
We construct a site
There is a canonical fibration
for each m: Pm~((Cn)n) = Cm, and for C E C m,
C~ is made into a site by equipping it with the coarsest Grothendieck
topology making all the functors Tm continuous. That is, the topology on
CaO is generated by covers of the form
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Note that this is a stable generating system for the topology. This
topology makes each pair P~m, T~m: C~  Cm into a continuous fibra-
tion. Moreover, the P;:, T;: are coherent in the sense that Tm 0 Tm =
T~m, Pm 0 P~m+ == P., 10 -
Let é" = [C~]. The functors Tm are flat and continuous, so they
induce geometric morphisms
over . We claim that 03B5~ = proj lim lffm. Indeed, suppose we are given
geometric morphisms gn : F~03B5n with fn 0 gn+1 = gn, each n (or really
only up to canonical isomorphism, since 03B5~ is a pseudolimit; but cf. the
G"
introduction). gn comes from a flat and continuous functor Cn ~ F, and
Gn+1 O 7£ = Gn. Define G" : C~~F by G~((Cn)n) = Gm(Cm), for m so
large that Cn+1 = Tn(Cn), n  m. (This does not depend on the choice of
m, since Gn+1 o Tn = Gn. Moreover, the canonical maps Gm+1(Cm+1) ~
Gm ( Cm ) become isomorphisms eventually, so we could equivalently have
set G~((Cn)n) = proj lim Gm(Cm). This also looks more coherently func-
torial.) Observe that Goo is a flat and continuous functor C~ ~ F, and
that G~  Tm’ = Gm. So we obtain a geometric morphism
gOO is obviously unique up to natural isomorphism, since ( Cn ) n =
proj limmT~m(Cm) in Coo, and this inverse limit is eventually constant, so
really a finite inverse limit. Therefore, any flat and continuous functor
H: C~~F with HoT;: = Gm for all m must satisfy H((Cn)n) =
proj lim(Gm(Cm)). For the record,
3.1. THEOREM: If ... 03B5n+1 03B5n ~ ... ~ dO is a sequence of
Pn
geometric morphisms, with fn induced by a continuous fibration C n + 1  Cn,
Tn
then C 00 as constructed above is a site for 03B5~ = proj lim 03B5n, and the
canonical projections é" lfm correspond to the continuous fibrations
Suppose we are given an inverse sequence of continuous fibrations
as above. Let An be the preordered reflection of en. That is, the objects
of An are the same as those of C n’ and we put C  C’ in An iff there is a
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morphism C - C’ in C n’ A family {Ci  C}l 1 covers in A iff there is a
covering family {Ci ~ C 1 in Cn. So [Cn] ~ [An] ~ y is the hyper-
connected - localic factorization of [Cn ] = 03B5n ~ . There are canoni-
cal projection functors C n - An and the continuous fibration Cn+1  Cn
Tn
is mapped down by Tn to a continuous fibration An+1  An . So we
obtain a diagram
and as is immediate from the construction, A 00, the limit of the lower
sequence as described before theorem 3.1, is the preordered reflection of
the site C 00. So [C~] ~ [A~] ~  is the hyperconnected - localic
factorization of 03B5~ ~ .
Thus we have the following corollary.
3.2. COROLLARY: The localic reflection preserves limits of inverse se-
quences. 
This will be generalized in Section 5.
4. Preservation properties of inverse sequences
We are now ready to prove preservation under limits of inverse sequences
of toposes for the classes of geometric morphisms that were analyzed in
Section 2. In the next section, this will be generalized to arbitrary filtered
systems.
fn la
4.1. THEOREM: Let... 03B5n+1 ~ 03B5n ~...~ 03B51 ~ go be a sequence of
Grothendieck toposes and geometric morphisms over Y, and let d" =
proj lim 03B5n be the inverse limit of this sequence, with canonical projections
03B5~ ~ 03B5n. Then
(i) If each fn is a surjection, then so is each 7rn;
(ii) If each fn is an open surjection, then so is each n;
(iii) If each fn is hyperconnected, then so is each n;
(iv) If each fn is connected atomic, then so is each n;
(v) If each fn is connected locally connected, then so is each un.
PROOF : 1 postpone the proof of (i). For (ii), choose by repeated applica-
tion of Lemma 2.2 a sequence of sites C n for dn, i.e. 03B5n = [Cn], such
that fn is induced by a continuous fibration
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where Pn preserves covers. By Lemma 2.2 again, we need to show that
each projection P,,: C~ ~ Cn as described in Section 3 preserves covers.
Since the family of covers generating the topology of C~ is stable, it is
sufficient to show that P~n preserves these generating covers. But if
{T~m(Ci) ~ T~m(C)}l is a basic cover of C~ coming from a cover
{Ci  C}l in Cm, then P~n(T~m(gi)) = Pmn(gi) if n  m, and
P~n(T~m(gl)) = Tnm(gi) if n  m, so P~n preserves this cover since both
Tn m and Pnm preserve covers. This proves (ii).
The proofs of (iv) and (v) are entirely similar. For example to show for
(iv) that Pm reflects covers if all the Pn do, we reason as follows: suppose
we have a family of morphisms gi = (gin)n in C~ with common codo-
main,
and suppose {P~m(gi)}l, that is {Cim ~ Cm}i, is a cover in Cm. Choose an
n0  m such that Cn+1 = Tn(Cn) for n  n0. Pn0m reflects covers since all
the Pm do, so {Cln0 ~ Cn0}l is a cover in Cn. Thus {T~n0(Cln0)  T~n0(Cn0)}1
is a cover in C~, where h = T~n0(gln0). But T~n0(Cn0) = (Cn)n since m  n o ,
so we need only show that for a fixed i, the canonical. map
is a cover. Choose ni  n o so large that (Cin)n = Tnl(Cinl). Then k 1 is the
map 
which covers because the map Cinl ~ Tnl n0(Cin0) covers in Cnl, as follows
from the fact that Pn 1 n 0 reflects covers. 
p 
For (v), suppose each continuous fibration Cn+1  Cn is of the form
Tn
as described in Lemma 2.5. We wish to show for each m that the
P.,
continuous fibration C  Cm is again of this form. It suffices to consider
T.oo
the basic covers in C~ which generate the topology when verifying the
conditions of Lemma 2.5. So let {T~n(Ci ~ C)}i be such a basic cover,
coming from a cover C}l 1 in Cn. Since T~n = T~n’  Tn’n (any
n’  n) and Tn’n preserves covers, we may without loss assume that
n  m. It is now clear that we only need to show that the composite
Pn m
continuous fibration Cn 
 Cm again satisfies the conditions of Lemma
Tn m
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2.5. Thus, arguing by induction, the following lemma completes the proof
of case (v) of the theorem.
P Q
LEMMA: Let D  C  B be two continuous fibrations, each as described
T s
QP
in Lemma 2.5. Then the composite continuous fibration D  B also
TS
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.5.
PROOF OF LEMMA: Clearly if P and Q preserve covers then so does QP.
Suppose { D, - D} is a cover in D, and for fixed indices i, j we are given
B E 18 and a commutative square
Applying the conditions of Lemma 2.5 to D - C, we find a cover
{B03B1 ~ B}03B1 of B, and for each a connecting zig-zags ( n = n03B1 depending
on a)
such that their Q-images commute under B03B1:
Now fix a, and apply the conditions of 2.5 to the continuous fibration
D -- C for each square (0  k  na)
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separately. This gives for each k  n a a cover {E03B2 ~ E} and connecting
chains
the P-images of which commute under Et:
For each k  n03B1, {QE03B2 ~ QE, 1 covers in B, and pulling back this cover
along B03B1 ~ QE", gives a cover of B". It now suffices to take a common
refinement of these n03B1 - many covers of B03B1, say {B03B103B3 ~ B03B1}03B3; then the
family of composites {B03B103B3 ~ C}03B1,03B3 is a cover of C such that D, and D,
are B"Y-connected (each a, y), thus proving the lemma.
We now complete the proof of the theorem. (iii) can be proved exactly
as (ii), (iv) and (v), but for (i) 1 do not see an argument of this type. But
in any case, (i) and (iii) follow immediately from Corollary 3.2: Let A,, be
the localic reflection of 03B5n ~ , so A~ = proj lim An is the localic
reflection of ex.
For (iii), suppose each fn is hyperconnected, and choose m. We want to
show that m is hyperconnected. By working in 03B5m, we may assume that
m = 0 and that éo = . Since each fn is hyperconnected, each An is the
one-point locale 1 (i.e. O(An) = P(1)), hence so is A~, hence é" - Q is
hyperconnected.
For (i), suppose each fn is surjective. To prove that each m is
surjective, it is again sufficient to assume m = 0 and = 03B50. But then by
Proposition IV.4.2 of Joyal &#x26; Tierney (1984), A~ ~ A0 = 1 is surjective,
hence so is 03B5~ ~ .
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0
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5. Preservation properties of f iltered inverse systems
In this section we will generalize Theorem 4.1 to inverse limits of
arbitrary (small) filtered systems of toposes, and prove the main theorem.
(Recall that a poset 1 is filtered (or directed) if for all i, j E I there is a
k ~ I with k  i, k  j.)
5.1. THEOREM: Let (03B5i)i~I be an inverse system of toposes over Y,
indexed by a filtered poset I in Y, with transition mappings hl: 03B5l ~ 03B5J for
i 
 j. Let lffoo = proj lim 03B5i be the inverse limit of this system, with
projection mappings 03B5~ ~ 03B5i. Then
(i) if each fij is a surjection, then so is each 7r,;
(ii) if each hj is an open surjection, then so is each 71’i;
(iii) if each hl is hyperconnected, then so is each l;
(iv) if each fij is connected atomic, then so is each 7r,;
(v) if each fij is connected locally connected, then so is each l.
Corollary 3.2 will also be generalized to arbitrary filtered systems. A
main ingredient involved in the proofs is the following theorem, which is
of independent interest.
5.2. THEOREM: All the types of geometric morphisms involved in Theorem
5.1 are reflected down open surjections. More explicitly, if
is a pullback of toposes, where p is an open surjection, then
(i) if f ’ is a surjection, then so is f ;
(ii) if f ’ is an open surjection, then so is f ;
(iii) if f’ is hyperconnected, then so is f ;
(iv) if f ’ is (connected) atomic, then so is f;
(v) if f ’ is (connected) locally connected, then so is f.
PROOF OF 5.2: (i) is trivial. Note that the types of geometric morphisms
in (ii)-(v) are stable under pullback, so by using a localic cover [A] ~
Y’ ( A a locale in , [A] ~ ’ an open surjection; see Diaconescu
(1976), Johnstone (1980), Joyal &#x26; Tierney (1984)), we may assume that
Y’ ~ is localic whenever this is convenient.
Case (ii) follows from proposition VII.1.2 of Joyal &#x26; Tierney (1984).
For case (iii), let ’=[A], A an open surjective locale in Y, and
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write B = f*(03A903B5), B’ = f’*(03A903B5’) for the localic reflections of é in  and
of lff’ in ’. Then we have a pullback of open surjective locales
in , such that the map B’- A is an isomorphism. So O(B’) = (A) ~
O(B), and in terms of frames we get
where the maps are left adjoint to the frame maps ( · )*, and a Beck
condition holds (Joyal &#x26; Tierney (1984), §V.4):
By assumption 7r/ is an isomorphism, so 
 
is its inverse. We claim that
B* is an isomorphism, with inverse 3B. 3B - B * = id since B ~ 1 is an
open surjection. The other way round, we have 2*B*B = 77*A*3 =
 
= 
*2, and 2 is an open surjection, so 772* is 1 - 1, so B*B = id.
This proves case (iii).
For case (iv), let us first prove that atomicity by itself is reflected. This
actually follows trivially from the characterization of atomic maps by
f
Joyal &#x26; Tierney (1984), Ch.VIII : a map é - Q is atomic iff both f and
à
the diagonal 03B5~03B5 03B5 are open. For consider the following diagram:
Since (*) in the statement of the theorem is a pullback and the right-hand
square above is a pullback, so is the left-hand square. Therefore by case
(ii) of the theorem, if 0’ is open so is 0. Hence if 03B5’  Y’ is atomic, so is
f
03B5  L.
Next, we show that if f’ in the diagram ( * ) is stably connected (i.e. the
pullback of f’ along a geometric morphism is still connected, as is the
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case for connectedness in combination with local connectedness, and
hehce in combination with atomicity, as in (iv) and (v) of the theorem),
then f must be connected. To do this, we use descent theory (Ch.VIII of
Joyal &#x26; Tierney (1984): As f’ is stably connected, so is the map
f, xfl
el xclff’  , since we have a pullback
and similarly 03B5’ 03B503B5’ 03B503B5’ ~ L’ is connected. Now
clearly, if f’* is faithful so is f * (this is case (i) above). To show that f * is
q
full, let 03B2: f*(X) ~ f*(Y) be a map in é. 03B5’ ~ 03B5 is an open surjection,
hence an effective descent morphism, so 03B2 is equivalent to a map
y = q*(,8): q*f *(X) - q*f *(Y) compatible with descent data in C’, i.e.
y: f ’*p*(X) - f’*p*(Y). Descent data lives in C’, C’ 03B503B5’, and C’ x 6,
03B5’ 03B503B5’, so since f ’, f ’ X f ’, f ’ X f ’ X f ’ are all connected, as just
pointed out, y must come from a map 03B4: p*(X) ~ p*(Y) compatible
P
with descent data in Y’, y = f’*(03B4). ’ ~ Y is an effective descent
morphism, so y = p*(a) for some a: X - Y in Y. Then also 03B2 = f *(«).
This proves that f * is full.
It remains to show that if f’ is locally connected, so is f. Since f and
f’ are open surjections, it suffices to prove (cf. the Appendix) that for a
generating collection of objects X ~ 03B5, the locale B = f*(Xdis) (corre-
sponding to the frame f*(P(X)) of subobjects of X) is locally con-
P
nected. Thus, assuming ’=[A] is localic over , it suffices to
show for open surjective locales A and B in  that if A X B - A is
locally connected, i.e. Sh(A)"p(B) is a locally connected locale",
then B is locally connected in . We use proposition 3 of the Appendix
(or rather, the first lines of its proofj. Let S, T ~ , and let a : f *(T) ~
f*(S) be a map in Sh(B). Consider 03B2 = *2(03B1): 772*f * (T) - 71’2*f*(S), i.e.
/3: 03C01*p*(T) ~ 1*p*(S) in Sh(A X B) = ShSh(A)(p#(B)). Since 1 is
locally connected, it holds in Sh( A ) that 03B2 locally (in the sense of p#(B))
comes from a map y: p*(T) ~ p*(S). As seen from , this means that
there is a cover {Ui  Vl}l of A x B, U E (A) and I Î E O(B), and maps
Yl : p*i(T) ~ p*i(S) over U such that 7r*(y,) = (3 = *2(03B1) in Sh(Ul X V:):
Translating this back into L, we have continuous maps (of locales)
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a : Vl ~ S T and 03B3l : Ul ~ ST (where ST denotes the product of T copies of
the discrete locale S, cf. the Appendix), such that Ui  Vl  Vl  ST = Ul
 Vl  Ul  ST. The following lemma then shows that a must locally
(namely, for the cover {Vl} of B ) come from a map ST in .
LEMMA : Let
be a pullback of locales in S, with p and q open surjections. Then this square
is also a pushout of locales.
PROOF OF LEMMA: This follows once more from the Beck condition
mentioned above: we have a pushout of frame maps (.)*
with left adjoints , and q*p = , p*q = . Now suppose we
have continuous maps h: X ~ P and k: Y ~ P into some locale P such
that h1 = k2. It suffices to show that h* = p*ph* and k* = q*ph*.
For the first equality, we have 
*1 is 1 - 1, so h * = p*p/h*. The other equa-
tion is verified similarly.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Applying this argument to each open of B, we find that B is a locally
connected locale. Thus we have proved Theorem 5.2. D
5.3. LEMMA: Let I be a directed poset in Y. Then there exists a localic
p
open surjection [A] ~  and a ~: N ~ p*(I) in [A] such that (p is
cofinal in I, i.e. [A]  i E p*(I) 3n ~ N ~(n)  i.
PROOF: We adjoin a generic cofinal sequence to the universe in the
standard way: Let P be the poset of finite sequences s = (il, ... , in)
from I with il  ...  in, partially ordered by s  t iff s extends t, and
let the locale A be defined by the following covering system on P : for
each (i1, ... , in) ~ P and each j E I, the family
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of extensions of (i1,..., in) covers (il, ... , in). Since I is directed, this
is a stable family of covers (i.e. if S covers s and t  s then {r ~ S | r  t}
covers t), and moreover each cover is inhabited. Thus if A is the locale
defined by this poset with covering system on P, [A] ~  is an open
surj ection. D
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1: Let (lff1) be the given system in Y, and let
(Fl)l denote the corresponding system obtained by change of base along
the map [A] ~  of 5.3. Let F~ and d ’ denote the inverse limits.
So we have a pullback
F~ = proj limlFl = proj lim F~(n), where ~ is the cofinal sequence of
lemma 5.3. Since the geometric morphisms of types (ii)-(v) are all
preserved by pullback, the result now follows immediately from theorems
5.2 and 4.1 in these cases. The case (i) of surjections follows from
Corollary 5.4 below and Proposition IV.4.2 of Joyal &#x26; Tierney (1984),
just as for inverse squences (see section 4). D
5.4. COROLLARY: The localic reflection preserves limits of filtered inverse
systems of toposes.
PROOF: The hyperconnected-localic factorization is preserved by pull-
back, so this follows from Corollary 3.2, using a change of base by
Lemma 5.3 as in the proof of 5.1. D
5.5. REMARK: In Joyal &#x26; Tierney (1984) it was noted that the localic
reflection preserves binary products. By Corollary 5.4 this can be ex-
tended to arbitrary (small) products. It is not true, however, that the
localic reflection preserves all inverse limits. Here is a simple example of
a case where it does not preserve pullbacks: Let C be the category with
two objects C, D and only two non-identity arrows f and g: C ~ D
Let D be the category (poset) in Cop with D1(D) = {0  1}, D1(C) =
{0  1}, D1(f)(1)=D1(f)(0)=1, D1(g)=id. Let D2 be exactly the
same, but with f and g interchanged. Construct the product-poset
D1 X B2 in ycoP. So we have a pullback
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The poset-reflection of the diagram
however, does not give a pullback of posets, as is easily verified, and
therefore it does not give a pullback of the corresponding locales of
downwards closed sets. 
Appendix: Locally connected geometric morphisms
Let Y be an arbitrary topos, which we fix as our base topos from now
on. In M. Barr &#x26; R. Paré (1980) several characterizations are given of
toposes which are locally connected (they say: molecular) over Y. The
purpose of this Appendix is to give an alternative proof of these
characterizations for the special case of Grothendieck toposes over Y. So
in the sequel, geometric morphism means bounded geometric morphism.
Our proof uses locale theory, and familiarity with the paper of Barr and
Paré is not presupposed. Also, this Appendix can be read independently
from the rest of this paper.
For the case of Grothendieck toposes over Y, the result of Barr and
Paré can be stated as follows.
THEOREM: The following conditions on a geometric morphism y: 03B5~ are
equivalent:
(1) There exists a locally connected site C E Y such that é= [C ], the
topos of sheaves on C (locally connected site is defined below).
(2) There exists a site C E Y such that 03B5=[C], with the property that
all constant presheaves on C are sheaves.
(3) The functor y* : ~03B5 (left adjoint to the global sections functor
y* : é- Y) has an -indexed left adjoint.
«
(4) y* commutes with 03A0-functors, i.e. for each S 1 T in Y we have a
commutative diagram
A geometric morphism satisfying these equivalent conditions is called
locally connected. Recall that a site C is called locally connected (or
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molecular) if every covering sieve of an object CE C is connected (as a
full subcategory of C/C) and inhabited.
The implications (1) ~ (2) ~ (3) ~ (4) are easy. The difficult part is
(4) ~ (1), and it is here that our approach differs from the one taken by
Barr and Paré. To prove (4) ~ (1), choose first a site C for C in ,
closed under finite limits and subobjects, say. It suffices to show that for
each C~C, the locale (in ) Sub03B5(C) of subobjects of C is locally
connected (see definition 1 below). If S ~ , a section of 03B3*(S) over C is
nothing but a continuous map from the locale Sub03B5(C) into the discrete
locale S, i.e. a global section of the constant object S in the localic topos
Sh(Sub(C)), so it follows that for each C EE C, the inverse image of the
canonical geometric morphism Sh(Sub(C)) ~  preserves II-functors.
So we only need to show (4) ~ (1) of the theorem for locales, i.e. to show
proposition 3 below. But let us recall some definitions first.
DEFINITION 1: Let A be a locale in .
(i) an element a E A is called positive (written pos(a)) if every cover of
a is inhabited. A is positive if pos(1A).
(ii) a ~ A is called connected if a is positive, and every cover of a by
positive elements is positively connected. ( A cover u = {bl}l of a is
positively connected if for every bi, bj ~ u there is a chain bl =
bi0, ... , bin = bj in 4Y such that k  n pos(b Ik n bik+1).) A is con-
nected if lA is connected.
(iii) A is open if for every a E A, a = {b  a 1 pos(b)
(iv) A is locally connected if for every a E A, a = {b  a b is con-
nected}
LEMMA 2: Let A be a positive open locale in Y. The following conditions
are equivalent:
(1) A is connected.
f
(2) For every S E , every continuous map A - S into the discrete
locale S is constant, i.e. 3s E S f-1(s) = lA’
(3) Every continuous map A - 03A9 into the discrete locale 03A9 -9(l) is
constant.
PROOF: (1) - (2): Let A ~ S, and put as = f- s 1). Then s~Sas = 1,
so also {as|pos(as)} = 1 since A is open. This latter cover must be
positively connected. But if pos(as n as,), then since as  as, is covered
by f-1(s)  f-1(s’) = f-1({s} ~ {s’}) = {f-1(s) | s = s’}, it follows that
s = s’. So s ~ S as=1.
(2) ~ (3) is clear.
(3) ~ (1): Suppose u= {bi}l~I is a cover of 1A, with pos(bl) for all i.
Fix i o E I and define pj ~ 03A9 for each j E I to be the value of the
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sentence
Now let f-1: P(03A9) ~ O(A) be defined by
We claim that f- 1 is an  V-map, i.e. defines a continuous map A - 03A9.
Indeed, f -1 preserves V by definition, and f-1(03A9) = u = lA . To show
that f -1 preserves A, it suffices by openness of A that pos( bJ A bJ,)
implies pj = pj’, which is obvious from the definition of pj. By (3), f is
constant. But bi,  f-1({T}), so lA  f-1({T}), i.e. e connected.
Note that from this proof we can extract that for a positive open
locale A, a continuous function A ~ S ( S discrete) corresponds to giving
a sequence {as | s~S} of elements of A such that s~s as = 1 and
pos(as  as’) - s = s’. We will call such a cover (a, |s~S} of A discrete.
PROPOSITION 3: Let A be a locale in , and suppose that the inverse
image functor Y* of the geometric morphism Sh(A) - Y preserves 03A0-func-
tors ( hence exponentials ). Then A is locally connected.
PROOF: As is well-known and easy to prove, the assumption implies that
A is open (e.g. y * preserves universal quantification, and use Joyal &#x26;
Tierney (1984), §VII.1.2). We will show that if A is open and 03B3*
preserves exponentials, then A is locally connected.
Preservation of exponentials means that for any S, T~ and any
a ~ A (viewed as a sublocale of A), an f : a ~ ST is continuous for the
product locale ST iff it is continuous for the discrete local ST.
Let for a E A, Fa be the set of continuous maps a - S2. Then we have
a canonical map
which by assumption is continuous as a map into the discrete locale 2F-.
Thus, writing a03B1 = ~-1a(03B1), C(a) = {a03B1 « E 03A9F03B1} is a discrete cover of a,
and since A is open, so is C+(a) = {c ~ C(a) 1 pos(c) 1. We claim that the
elements of C+(a) are the "connected components" of a.
g
First, suppose we are given a continuous a É S into a discrete locale
S. Then for each a03B1 E C+(a) we have
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Indeed, the set U = {s E S Ipos(aa A g-1(s))} is inhabited since a a is
ositive and covered b -1 s s E U . Su ose s E U and let f 03A9positive by {g-1(s) 1 e U 1. Suppose E , a - 2
be the composite
Then g-1(s) = f-1(T ) = 
 {03B103B2 ~ C+(a)| 1 /3/ = T}. Since pos(aa n g-1(s)),
there is a 03B2 ~ 03A9Fa with /3/ = T such that pos(a03B1  a03B2), so 03B1 = 03B2, so
,8f = T, i. e. a03B1  g-1(s). Since s ~ U was arbitrary, this shows that the
inhabited set U can have at most one element, proving (i).
In other words, there is a natural 1 - 1 correspondence
between continuous maps into discrete locales S and maps C+(a) ~ S in
: given a - s, define (p: C+(a) ~ S by cp(c)= the unique s with
c  g-1(s) (see (i)); and given (p: C+(a) ~ S define f by f-1(s) =
-1(s).
Now we show that each b ~ C+(a) is connected. By lemma 2, it
suffices to show that each continuous map b - 0 is constant. This would
follow from (i) if we show that a continuous b ~ 0 can always be
extended to a continuous a ~ 03A9. So take b0 ~ C+(a) and bo  0,
corresponding to T: C+(b) ~ 03A9 by (ii). Write a = C+(a) = {c|b ~
C+(a): c E C+(b)}. The set 4Y = {c|b ~ C+(a)c ~ C+(b)} is a discrete
cover (i.e. Vc, c’ E ô/1 pos( c A c’) ~ c = c’) of a by positive elements, and
C+(b0) ~ u. 03A9 is injective, so cp can be extended to a function 03C8: u ~ 03A9,
which by discreteness of * gives a continuous f: a ~ 0, defined by
f-1(p) = 03C8-1(p). f is the required extension of g.
This completes the proof of proposition 3, and hence of the implica-
tion (4) ==&#x3E; (1) of the theorem.
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